The development of renewable energy resources from biomass crops is a key step toward the establishment of a sustainable agroecosystem ([@bib23]; [@bib47]). Among the plant species amenable to bioenergy production, sorghum \[*Sorghum bicolor* (L.) Moench\] is a prominent candidate for genetic improvement because it is diploid (2*n* = 2*x* = 20), fixes carbon through the $C_{4}$ pathway, predominantly autogamous, and resilient against biotic and abiotic stresses ([@bib65]; [@bib43]). Although substantially more economic investments have been made in crops such as maize, which resulted in improvements of up to fourfold in grain yield over the last century, proportional gains in yield might be achievable in biomass sorghum ([@bib51]). Currently, sorghum has an average biomass yield of 12-15 dry Mg ha${}^{- 1}$ under rainfed conditions, with a predicted potential yield of 55-60 dry Mg ha${}^{- 1}$ for ideotypes ([@bib51]). Because of its biology, sorghum has the potential to become a model organism to understand the genetic basis of growth traits related to biomass production ([@bib5]).

Genomic prediction (GP) is a statistical approach that predicts the unobserved phenotypes of individuals using genomic information ([@bib48]). Because of its potential to enrich for promising selection candidates, GP is increasingly becoming an important component of plant breeding and genetic resources conservation programs. In sorghum, [@bib69] showed that GP can optimize the management and evaluation of accessions from gene banks through the prediction of different traits. Briefly, the GP procedure involves two steps: (i) phenotyping and genotyping a reference population (training set) to train statistical models, and (ii) genotyping of unevaluated individuals (test set) for predicting their unobserved phenotypes with the trained models ([@bib37]). To support this procedure, plant breeding programs collect phenotypes from training set individuals evaluated in multi-environment trials. In parallel, high density single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers are scored on individuals in the training and test sets with skim sequencing or SNP arrays ([@bib19]; [@bib14]; [@bib7]).

Mixed linear models, hierarchical Bayesian models with informative priors, kernel methods, and neural nets are modeling approaches used for GP, but minimal differences in predictive performance are typically seen across these approaches ([@bib15]; [@bib37]; [@bib17]). This outcome may be explained by the high density of covariates (SNP markers) compared to the population size used for training the models. This scenario is known as the large *p* and small *n* problem ($p > > n$) ([@bib28]). In statistical models, this may lead to the problem of multicollinearity, *i.e.*, multiple covariates with redundant information. As it relates to GP models, markers in complete or near complete linkage disequilibrium provide redundant information and will not contribute to enhancing statistical power ([@bib27]). Dimensionality reduction techniques, such as the artificial bins approach, may help circumvent the challenge of multicollinearity with minimal information loss, as well as mitigate the computational cost often associated with GP ([@bib68]).

The vast majority of GP studies conducted in crop species have only tested models for predicting individual traits. However, recent studies have shown the advantages of combining multiple correlated traits in a GP model ([@bib11]; [@bib41]; [@bib21]), allowing genetic correlations among secondary traits to be leveraged for improving predictions of a target trait ([@bib18]; [@bib55]). Most of these efforts used multi-trait GBLUP---a type of multivariate mixed linear model that incorporates a genomic relationship matrix ([@bib29]). Despite the advances obtained so far, the use of genetic models that exploit information between traits using other parametrizations beyond those reliant on genetic correlations under multivariate normal distribution assumptions have yet to be addressed. Indeed, novel genetic models with parametrizations to partition genetic effects influencing only a single trait from those acting on multiple traits (*i.e.*, pleiotropy) may help to better understand the genetic architecture of correlated traits.

There have been significant advances in field-based high-throughput phenotyping (HTP) technologies for the rapid measurement of plant traits over the growing season ([@bib3]; [@bib57]). Measuring phenotypes at multiple time points over the life cycle of a plant can better describe the progression of growth and development ([@bib52]). Having collected phenotypic information on a time axis may help to identify key environmental stress events during the growing season, which might be masked if phenotypic data are only obtained at harvest ([@bib12]). Furthermore, the underlying genetic signals of these phenotypic responses are additional sources of information to more powerfully predict and dissect the genetic architecture of developmental plant traits ([@bib52]; [@bib12]). Statistical models that exploit temporal genetic trends are especially needed for longitudinal (repeated measure) data collected by field-based HTP systems. Such models could be used to reduce generation time and prioritize which breeding populations to evaluate.

Among the models available for analyzing traits in a time series, probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) offer a versatile, efficient, and intuitive approach for drawing inferences ([@bib53]; [@bib4]). Popular PGMs include directed graphical models or Bayesian networks (BNs), undirected graphical models or Markov random fields, chain models, and factor graphs ([@bib33]). In particular, BNs provide the flexibility to model repeated measure and correlated trait data, as would be important for the study of developmental traits. A BN is defined as a structured graphical representation of joint distributions factored into a set of conditional probability distributions, where shaded and unshaded nodes represent known and unknown variables, respectively, and arrows showing dependence between them ([@bib4]). The Markov condition is a key property of the BN, ensuring that a variable (child) is only dependent on the information of its parents in the network ([@bib61]; [@bib4]). Through their ability to connect joint probability distributions, BNs enable the aggregation of advantages from multiple machine learning approaches under a directed acyclic graph structure. Notably, BNs have been diversely applied in genetic and genomic studies ([@bib45]; [@bib60]; [@bib25]; [@bib34]; [@bib61]; [@bib54]), but to our knowledge have never been used for modeling trends of genetic effects considering repeated measures and correlated traits.

There are several features of BNs that enable them to recover information from correlated data types such as multiple correlated traits scored at a single time point or the repeated measurement of a single trait across multiple time points ([@bib2]). Several different GP models could be unified for leveraging pleiotropy or temporal genetic effects in a single BN to improve prediction accuracies. This is because these genetic effects can be modeled with a BN through connections between likelihood functions. Also, BNs offer the possibility to use general Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to obtain solutions for complex time series and multiple trait models that otherwise would have been mathematically intractable to derive analytically. Furthermore, the posterior samples of genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) may be used to create indices for understanding the uncertainty of selecting promising lines either earlier in the season or through indirect selection based on the ranking of the lines at other measurement time points or with correlated traits.

With sorghum as a model biomass crop, we developed PGMs for the GP of developmental traits in a sorghum diversity panel of nearly 900 lines. Herein, we aimed to (i) develop PGMs for the GP of plant height (PH) and dry biomass yield (DBY) traits by connecting genetic effects across multiple developmental time points and traits, and (ii) describe growth dynamics based on the change of the ranking of lines across multiple time points and correlated traits to design novel breeding strategies to genetically improve biomass sorghum.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Plant material, field experiments and phenotypic data {#s2}
-----------------------------------------------------

In this study, we evaluated a biomass sorghum diversity panel consisting of 869 lines ([@bib63]). The diversity panel was grown at three field locations only a few km from the main campus of the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign in 2016 (Fisher and Energy Farms) and 2017 (Maxwell and Energy Farms). Each of the four environments had one complete replication of the field experiment that contained 960 four-row plots laid out in an 40-row by 24-column arrangement. The experimental field design consisted of 16 incomplete blocks, and each block was augmented with a common set of six lines (four shared between years): Pacesetter, PI276801, PI148089, PI524948, NSL50748, and PI148084 in 2016 and Pacesetter, PI276801, PI148089, PI524948, PI525882, and PI660560 in 2017. Plots were 3 m in length, with a 1.5 m alley at the end of each plot. Plots had a spacing between rows of 0.76 m. The plant population had a targeted density of 270,368 plants $\text{ha}^{- 1}$. Experiments were planted in late May and harvested in early October. PH was measured in centimeters (cm) from the soil line to the topmost leaf whorl. A single plant was measured in each plot on a biweekly basis from 30 to 120 days after planting (DAP). Plots were harvested for above ground biomass using a four-row Kemper head attached to a John Deere 5830 tractor. Wet weight of total biomass (lbs) and biomass moisture (%) in the center two rows of each 4-row plot were measured using a plot sampler that had a near infrared sensor (model 130S, RCI engineering). DBY in dry ton per hectare was calculated as follows: dry t $\text{ha}^{- 1}$ = total plot wet weight (kg) $\times$ (1-plot moisture) / (plot area in square meters/10,000).

Phenotypic data analysis {#s3}
------------------------

Phenotypic measurements for DBY (dry t $\text{ha}^{- 1}$; one measurement at harvest) and PH (cm; one measurement on each of seven plant developmental stages) were analyzed individually with the following mixed linear model:$$\mathbf{y} = \mathbf{1}_{\mathbf{n}}\mu + \mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{1}}\mathbf{g} + \mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{1}}\mathbf{b} + \mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{2}}\mathbf{e} + \mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{3}}\mathbf{ge} + \mathbf{\epsilon}$$where $\mathbf{y}$ ($n \times 1$) represents the phenotypic vector with *n* entries, $\mathbf{1}_{\mathbf{n}}$ a unit vector, *μ* a scalar to map the population mean, $\mathbf{X}_{\mathbf{1}}$ ($n \times q$) the design matrix of the *q* fixed genetic effects (number of lines), $\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{1}}$ ($n \times l$) the design matrix of the *l* random block within environment effects, $\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{2}}$ ($n \times s$) the design matrix of the *s* random environment (location x year combination) effects, $\mathbf{Z}_{\mathbf{3}}$ ($n \times m$) the design matrix of the *m* random genotype-by-environment effects; and $\mathbf{g}$, $\mathbf{b}$, $\mathbf{e}$, and $\mathbf{ge}$ are column vectors mapping the design matrices effects, respectively, and $\mathbf{\epsilon}$ ($n \times 1$) the vector of errors. The model random effects $\mathbf{b}$, $\mathbf{e}$, $\mathbf{ge}$, and $\mathbf{\epsilon}$ were assumed to follow a $\text{MVN}\left( {0,\mathbf{I}_{\mathbf{l}}\sigma_{b}^{2}} \right)$, $\text{MVN}\left( {0,\mathbf{I}_{\mathbf{s}}\sigma_{e}^{2}} \right)$, $\text{MVN}\left( {0,\mathbf{I}_{\mathbf{m}}\sigma_{ge}^{2}} \right)$, and $\text{MVN}\left( {0,\mathbf{I}_{\mathbf{n}}\sigma_{\mathit{\epsilon}}^{2}} \right)$, respectively.

Empirical estimates of variance components were obtained by the maximization of the restricted (residual or reduced) maximum likelihood (REML) function ([@bib56]). For each phenotype, the adjusted mean for each line was derived by the sum of the population mean with the fixed genetic effect of the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line (${\hat{y}}_{i} = \mu + g_{i}$).

Heritability on an line-mean basis was estimated for each phenotype. Variance component estimates were obtained by refitting model (1) with all terms as random effects in ASReml-R version 3.0 ([@bib9]). The variance component estimates from each model for a phenotype were used to estimate heritability on a line-mean basis as the ratio of genetic variance to phenotypic variance following ([@bib39]; [@bib40]). Standard errors of the heritability estimates were calculated with the delta method ([@bib46]; [@bib39] in the *nadiv* R package ([@bib67]). The Pearson's correlation coefficient (*r*) was used to assess the degree of relationship between adjusted means for each pair of traits.

Genotypic data {#s4}
--------------

We genotyped the sorghum diversity panel using the genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) procedure ([@bib19]) based on the $Pst$I-HF/$Hin$P1I and $Pst$I-HF/$Bfa$I restriction enzymes. A total of 367 million sequence reads were generated (100 bp length) on a HiSeq 4000 sequencer. Sequence reads were aligned to the *Sorghum bicolor* genome v3.1 ([www.phytozome.jgi.doe.gov](http://www.phytozome.jgi.doe.gov)) using Bowtie2 ([@bib42]). The TASSEL 3 GBS pipeline ([@bib30]) was then used to call variants. Only biallelic SNPs were retained. Additionally, lines with \>80% missing data (sample call rate) and SNPs with \>60% missing data (SNP call rate) were removed. Also, SNPs with a minor allele frequency less than 5% were discarded. Missing genotypes of SNP markers were imputed using *Beagle 4.1* ([@bib6]) with default parameters and an Ne of 150,000. In total, 100,435 SNP markers were scored and converted to dosage format (0,1,2). Of the 869 total lines, 839 had both phenotypic and genotypic data; therefore, the genetic analyses focused on only these 839 lines.

Population structure analysis {#s5}
-----------------------------

To examine population structure, we first analyzed the filtered set of 100,435 SNPs with a variational Bayesian framework implemented in fastSTRUCTURE version 1.0 ([@bib58]). When conducting the analysis in fastSTRUCTURE, we varied the number of ancestral populations (K) between 1 and 15 using the simple prior. Next, the same genotype matrix was used to perform a principal component analysis (PCA) implemented in SNPRelate version 1.18.1 ([@bib70]). The results from fastSTRUCTURE and PCA were combined to select K = 4 as the number of subpopulations. The labeling of subpopulations according to sorghum racial groups ([@bib35]) was determined by the membership of previously classified lines from the germplasm resources information network (GRIN, <https://www.ars-grin.gov/>) that were included in the sorghum diversity panel (Figure S1A). The simple prior approach in fastSTRUCTURE was used to determine the subpopulation composition for each of the 839 lines with K = 4 (Figure S1B). Lines were assigned to subpopulations (1, 2, 3, or 4) if having assignment values of Q $\geq$ 0.80, whereas lines with assignment values of Q \< 0.80 for all four subpopulations were designated as admixed (Figure S1C and Supplemental Table 1).

Artificial bins {#s6}
---------------

Due to the high dimensionality of the SNP marker matrix (100, 435 loci), we developed a strategy similar to that proposed by [@bib68] for obtaining artificial bins. In our approach, after centering (subtracting) the marker scores 2 (MM), 1 (Mm), and 0 (mm) by $2p$, instead of averaging the columns from equally sized slices of the marker matrix, we conducted a PCA to calculate the first PC of each artificial bin (Figure S2). The procedure was based on the following steps: (i) subdivision of the centered marker matrix into 1000 column-slices, with each slice comprising $\sim$100 columns; (ii) singular value decomposition of each matrix column slice into singular vectors and values; and (iii) construction of each artificial bin as the first PC coordinate of its respective matrix column slice, given by $\mathbf{u}_{\mathbf{1}}\lambda_{1}$, where $\mathbf{u}_{\mathbf{1}}$ is the first left singular vector of the matrix slice and $\lambda_{1}$ its first singular value. This procedure resulted in 1,000 artificial bins. This number of artificial bins was selected as a balance between model run time and predictive performance for the computationally intensive Bayesian models. In theory, the first PC (artificial bin) will retain as much information as possible from the matrix slice in one dimension in a least-square reconstruction error sense ([@bib31]).

Probabilistic graphical models {#s7}
------------------------------

We developed three different Bayesian models for genomic prediction of the PH and DBY traits ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The first model, Bayesian network (BN), neither recovered information between traits nor time points. The BN has the following conditional normal likelihood form:Figure 1Overview of the Bayesian models. Bayesian network (BN), pleiotropic Bayesian network (PBN), and dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) probabilistic graphical models. *k*: number of time points; $n_{t}$: number of lines within a time point; *p*: number of artificial bins; $\hat{y_{it}}$, ${\hat{y_{it}}}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, ${\hat{y_{it}}}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: adjusted means for the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line evaluated in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point, which can be for trait 1 (Tr1) or trait 2 (Tr2); $\mu_{t}$, $\mu_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\mu_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: population means; $x_{i}$: row vector with artificial bins; $\alpha_{t - 1}$, $\alpha_{t}$, $\alpha_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\alpha_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: column vector with artificial bin effects; $\eta_{j}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\eta_{j}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: pleiotropic $\text{j}^{\text{th}}$ bin effect; $z_{j}$: standardized pleiotropic $\text{j}^{\text{th}}$ bin effect; $\mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: pleiotropic means hyperparameters; $\eta_{{({t - 1})}t}$: bin effects between the current and previous time points; $\sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: pleiotropic standard deviations hyperparameters; $\sigma_{t}$, $\sigma_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$, $\sigma_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$: standard deviations.$$\left. \hat{y_{it}}\, \middle| \,\text{all} \sim \mathcal{N}\left( {\mu_{t} + x_{i}\,\alpha_{t},\sigma_{t}} \right) \right.$$where $\hat{y_{it}}$ is the adjusted mean related to the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line evaluated in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point (or DAP), $\mu_{t}$ the unknown population mean in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point, $x_{i}$ the known row vector ($1 \times p$) of the *p* artificial bins of the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line, $\alpha_{t}$ the column vector ($p \times 1$) of the unknown *p* artificial bins effects within in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point and $\sigma_{t}$ the unknown residual standard deviation mapping the uncertainty around the expected value in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point.

The BN has an unnormalized joint posterior distribution (hyperpriors omitted from [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for simplicity),$$p\left( {\text{Bayesian\ network}\left| y \right.,\phi} \right) \propto$$$$\prod\limits_{t = 1}^{k}{\prod\limits_{i = 1}^{n_{t}}{\mathcal{N}\left( {\hat{y_{it}}\left| \mu_{t} \right. + x_{i}\alpha_{t},\sigma_{t}} \right)\,\mathcal{N}\left( {\mu_{t}\left| 0 \right.,s^{\{\mu_{t}\}}} \right)\,\mathcal{N}\left( {\alpha_{t}\left| 0 \right.,s^{\{\alpha_{t}\}}} \right)}}$$$$\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {\sigma_{t}\left| 0 \right.,s^{\{\sigma_{t}\}}} \right)\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {s^{\{\mu_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\pi^{\{\mu_{t}\}}} \right)\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {s^{\{\alpha_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\pi^{\{\alpha_{t}\}}} \right)$$$$\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {s^{\{\sigma_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\pi^{\{\sigma_{t}\}}} \right)\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {\pi^{\{\mu_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\phi} \right)\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {\pi^{\{\alpha_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\phi} \right)$$$$\,\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {\pi^{\{\sigma_{t}\}}\left| 0 \right.,\phi} \right)$$where *k* is the total number of time points, $n_{t}$ is the total number of lines in the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point, $\mathcal{N}\left( {\theta\left| \mu \right.^{\{\theta\}},\sigma^{\{\theta\}}} \right)$ and $\text{Cauchy}^{+}\left( {\theta\left| \mu \right.^{\{\theta\}},\sigma^{\{\theta\}}} \right)$ denotes the normal probability density function, and Cauchy probability density function truncated to the real positive space (${\mathbb{R}}^{+}$) of the random variable *θ* (general notation), respectively, parametrized by the mean ($\mu_{\theta}$) and standard deviation ($\sigma_{\theta}$). The joint distribution was parameterized as second ($s^{\{\theta\}}$) and third ($\pi^{\{\theta\}}$) level scale hyperparameters. The known global hyperparameter was defined by $\phi = \left\| y \right\|_{\infty} \times 10 = \text{arg\ max}\left( y \right) \times 10$, resulting in weakly informative second-level hyperpriors that eliminated the subjectiveness to define hyperparameters when choosing first-level prior hyperparameters ([@bib26]). This same approach was used for the next set of described models.

The second Bayesian model, pleiotropic Bayesian network (PBN), exploited information between PH and DBY ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This model has two conditionally dependent normal likelihood functions that characterized the observed adjusted means distribution for each trait as follows:$${\hat{y_{it}}}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack}\,\left. \middle| \text{all} \right. \sim \mathcal{N}\left( {\mu_{t}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack} + x_{i}\,\left( {\alpha_{t}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack} + \eta^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack}} \right),\sigma_{t}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack}} \right)$$$${\hat{y_{it}}}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack}\,\left. \middle| \text{all} \right. \sim \mathcal{N}\left( {\mu_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack} + x_{i}\,\left( {\alpha_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack} + \eta^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack}} \right),\sigma_{t}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack}} \right)$$where all variables are the same from the previous model, except the column vectors $\eta^{\lbrack\text{Tr}1\rbrack}$ ($p \times 1$) and $\eta^{\lbrack\text{Tr}2\rbrack}$ ($p \times 1$), that represent the pleiotropic effects of known bins with continuous space corrected by the transformation of an unknown pleiotropic standardized random variable $z_{j}$ for the $\text{j}^{\text{th}}$ bin,$$\eta_{j}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack} = \mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack} + \sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}1}\rbrack}\, z_{j}$$$$\eta_{j}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}2}\rbrack} = \mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}2}\rbrack} + \sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack{\text{Tr}2}\rbrack}\, z_{j}$$with $\mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr1}\rbrack}$, $\sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr1}\rbrack}$, $\mu_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack}$, and $\sigma_{\zeta}^{\lbrack\text{Tr2}\rbrack}$ being unknown random variables. The PBN model has an unnormalized joint posterior density function ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}),
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The third Bayesian model, dynamic Bayesian network (DBN), recovered information from PH measurements across multiple time points ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This network architecture has a specific conditionally, dependent normal likelihood function for each time point as follows:$$\left. \hat{y_{it}}\, \middle| \,\text{all} \sim \mathcal{N}\left( {\mu_{t} + x_{i}\,\alpha_{t},\sigma_{t}} \right) \right.$$$$\alpha_{t} = \alpha_{t - 1} + \eta_{{({t - 1})}t}$$where the column vector $\alpha_{t}$ ($p \times 1$) is the known artificial bins effects at time *t*, that are a linear combination of the $\alpha_{t - 1}$ ($p \times 1$) known artificial bins effects displayed in the previous time point ($t - 1$) plus the unknown $\eta_{{({t - 1})}t}$ ($p \times 1$) random noise mapping the bin effect between the current and previous time points, such that genetic information is propagated over time. The artificial bins effects were treated as unknown random variables only at the first time point. The DBN model has an unnormalized joint posterior distribution ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}),
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The joint distributions of the BN, PBN, and DBN models were integrated using the No-U-Term sampler algorithm available in the probabilistic programming language Stan ([@bib38]). We used the implementation available in the Python package *pystan 2.17.1.0* ([@bib62]). Stan compiles the probabilistic programming code in C++ and has a user interface within the Python environment. The probabilistic programming language saved time during customization of the C++ code, allowed rapid implementation during model design and training, as well as facilitated the manipulation of posterior draws after fitting the model in Python ([@bib13]). We set up the No-U-Term sampler to iterate 400 times and used as warm up 50% of the samples from four Markov chains. The number of iterations (400) was selected in consideration of runtime and predictive performance.

Multivariate GBLUP model {#s8}
------------------------

For comparison to the three Bayesian models, we also evaluated two different formulations of the multivariate GBLUP model ([@bib36]; [@bib18]; [@bib21]) that recovered information between traits and/or time points. In the first formulation, only PH measurements across time points were used (MTi-GBLUP). In the second, DBY and PH measurements across time points (MTr-GBLUP) were jointly analyzed. Both formulations share the same linear model as follows:$$\hat{y_{it}} = \beta_{t} + g_{it} + e_{it}$$where $\hat{y_{it}}$ corresponds to the adjusted mean related to the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line evaluated for the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point or trait, $\beta_{t}$ is the fixed population mean effect for the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point and/or trait, $g_{it}$ is the genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) of the $\text{i}^{\text{th}}$ line evaluated for the $\text{t}^{\text{th}}$ time point and/or trait, and $e_{it}$ is the residual.

Considering the structure of multivariate GBLUP models with stacked trait and/or time subvectors like $\mathbf{g} = \left\lbrack {\mathbf{g}_{\mathbf{1}},\mathbf{g}_{\mathbf{2}},\ldots,\mathbf{g}_{\mathbf{k}}} \right\rbrack^{T}$ and $\mathbf{e} = \left\lbrack {\mathbf{e}_{\mathbf{1}},\mathbf{e}_{\mathbf{2}},\ldots,\mathbf{e}_{\mathbf{k}}} \right\rbrack^{T}$, in which *k* is the number of traits and/or time points, we assume that $\mathbf{g} \sim \text{MVN}\left( {0,\mathbf{G} \otimes \mathbf{A}} \right)$ and $\mathbf{e} \sim \text{MVN}(0,\mathbf{I}_{\mathbf{n}_{\mathbf{t}}} \otimes \mathbf{R}$), where $\mathbf{A}$ ($n_{t} \times n_{t}$) is the additive relationship matrix ([@bib64]) between $n_{t}$ lines, $\mathbf{G}$ ($k \times k$) and $\mathbf{R}$ ($k \times k$) are unstructured variance-covariance matrices for genetic and residual effects, respectively. The $\mathbf{A}$ matrix was constructed using the 100,435 SNP markers with the A.mat function in the R package *rrBLUP 4.6* ([@bib20]). Spectral decomposition was performed to transform the $\mathbf{A}$ matrix into positive definite. The procedure was based on the singular value decomposition of the $\mathbf{A}$ matrix, substitution of the negative values by a decreasing small constant ($10^{- 4}$), and reconstruction of the $\mathbf{A}$ matrix. Additional details on the spectral decomposition procedure are available in [@bib10]; [@bib18]. The MTi-GBLUP and MTr-GBLUP models were fitted using the R package *EMMREML 3.1* ([@bib1]).

Cross-validation schemes {#s9}
------------------------

Two different cross-validation (CV) schemes were used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the GP models. The first scheme used was stratified fivefold CV for each individual trait (*i.e.*, DBY or PH measured at a single time point). This procedure was based on stratifying the phenotypic and genotypic data of the lines into five non-overlapping folds, training the model with four folds (training set), and predicting the phenotypes of lines in the fold not included for training (test set) with only their genotypes as predictors in the trained model. This procedure was repeated until phenotypes from all five folds were predicted. We accounted for the presence of population structure in the sorghum diversity panel by employing a stratified sampling approach within each of the identified subpopulations in fivefold CV, allowing for each fold to be representative of the subpopulation composition (1, 2, 3, 4, and admixed) in the entire panel. Forward-chaining CV was used as a second scheme. In this scheme, data were split into time point subsets. The initial training set of five total was based on data from the first two time points (30 and 45 DAP), with the remaining time points (60, 75, 90, 105, and 120 DAP) comprising the test set. This procedure was repeated four more times to build new training sets until all time points except the last one (120 DAP) were included in the training set. The forward-chaining CV scheme was used to assess the accuracy of GP models to predict and identify the best set of lines for PH (tallest) prior to harvest.

The correlation (Pearson's *r*) of adjusted means with predicted values was used to estimate predictive accuracy in both CV schemes. In the forward-chaining CV scheme, the predicted values were always obtained with the artificial bins effects from the previous time point used for training the DBN model. For the MTi-GBLUP and MTr-GBLUP models, the predicted values from the previous time point used for training were used as predicted values. For the BN and PBN models, which do not share information across time, the effects of artificial bins for each time point were used to compute the predicted values.

Coincidence index {#s10}
-----------------

For the five GP models, coincidence indices (CIs) were constructed to evaluate the capacity for selecting the top 20% best performing lines for DBY when considering the rank of the PH adjusted mean values at each time point. The posterior values of the CI were calculated as the rate of successes between the top 20% best lines for PH at each time point and DBY. The CI was computed by assigning a '1' to lines in the top 20% best lines for PH and DBY, or '0' otherwise, then dividing the total number of successes (sum of '1's) by the total number of lines at each posterior sample.

Coincidence index based on lines {#s11}
--------------------------------

For the DBN model, we constructed a coincidence index based on lines (CIL) that used posterior samples from the adjusted mean values of PH across the seven developmental time points. This CIL was used to determine how early selection could be performed within-season to optimally reduce the length of the breeding cycle. Calculation of the CIL was based on the following steps: (i) identify the top 20% best lines for each posterior sample of the PH adjusted mean values at each time point; (ii) create for each posterior sample a one-hot vector encoding, assigning a '1' to the best lines in the top 20% in the evaluated time point and at the end of the season (120 DAP), or '0' otherwise; and (iii) compute the CIL as the total number of successes divided by the total number of posterior samples that each line appeared in the top 20% for the predicted (evaluated time points) and observed adjusted mean values (end of season).

Data availability {#s12}
-----------------

Genotypic and phenotypic data are available at CyVerse (<http://datacommons.cyverse.org/browse/iplant/home/shared/GoreLab/dataFromPubs/dosSantos_BayesianNetworks_2019>). Scripts used in this study are available on GitHub (<https://github.com/GoreLab/sorghum-multi-trait>). Supplemental material available at figshare: <https://doi.org/10.25387/g3.9891119>.

Results {#s13}
=======

Phenotypic variation {#s14}
--------------------

We used a mixed linear model that accounted for the influence of environment and genotype-by-environment interaction to generate adjusted means for end-of-season DBY and PH measured at seven developmental time points over the growing season. Both DBY and the multiple PH measures had moderately high estimates of heritability on a line-mean basis ($h^{2} > 0.48$) across the four environments ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution of adjusted mean values for DBY was slightly skewed toward the left tail, with values centered on 23.55 t $\text{ha}^{- 1}$ (std = 5.79). In comparison, the adjusted mean values for PH showed an expected growth pattern across the seven time points, with the population mean for PH changing from 25.6 (std = 3.7) at 30 DAP to 350.7 cm (std = 48.0) at 120 DAP. Indicative of an autoregressive trend of correlation over time, the weakest correlation (*r*) was observed between PH measures collected at 30 and 120 DAP (*r* = 0.40), while 90 and 105 DAP were the two most strongly correlated time points (*r* = 0.96). Correlations between DBY and PH varied from 0.10 to 0.31 across time points, suggesting an opportunity for recovering information across time points and/or between traits to improve the predictive accuracy of GP models.

![Summary statistics of evaluated phenotypes. Correlations between adjusted means, heritabilities, and distributions of adjusted means.](769f2){#fig2}

Predictive accuracies from stratified fivefold CV {#s15}
-------------------------------------------------

We evaluated the accuracy of the BN, PBN, DBN, MTr-GBLUP, and MTi-GBLUP models for predicting DBY and PH measured throughout the growing season with a stratified fivefold CV scheme. Prediction accuracies (0.46-0.49) of DBY were nearly identical for the BN, PBN, and MTr-GBLUP models ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). When predicting PH at each of the seven developmental stages with the BN, PBN, MTi-GBLUP and MTr-GBLUP models, we found that accuracies gradually increased from 30 to 60 DAP, peaked at 60 DAP, and incrementally decreased from 60 to 120 DAP. Of these four models, MTi-GBLUP (0.57-0.75) and MTr-GBLUP (0.57-0.74) had prediction accuracies comparable to each other and slightly higher than those of BN (0.54-0.72) and PBN (0.53-0.71). Comparatively, the DBN model showed a randomly fluctuating trend of relatively slightly lower prediction accuracies for PH at all seven time points. The minor variation in predictive accuracy, especially after 45 DAP, suggests that early season prediction could be possible for PH.

###### Prediction accuracies obtained from the fivefold cross-validation scheme by training the Bayesian network (BN), pleiotropic Bayesian network (PBN), dynamic Bayesian network (DBN), multi time GBLUP (MTi-GBLUP) and multi trait GBLUP (MTr-GBLUP) models to predict dry biomass yield (DBY) collected at harvest and plant height (PH) measured across different days after planting (DAP). The standard deviation of the prediction accuracy obtained by each Bayesian model is reported within parentheses.

  Trait    Accuracy of the Genomic Prediction Models                                        
  -------- ------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ------ ------
  DBY      0.47 (0.021)                                0.46 (0.009)   ---            ---    0.49
  PH-30    0.54 (0.021)                                0.53 (0.020)   0.49 (0.022)   0.57   0.57
  PH-45    0.59 (0.016)                                0.58 (0.018)   0.57 (0.016)   0.62   0.62
  PH-60    0.72 (0.013)                                0.71 (0.015)   0.50 (0.016)   0.75   0.74
  PH-75    0.69 (0.015)                                0.69 (0.015)   0.53 (0.013)   0.73   0.73
  PH-90    0.67 (0.015)                                0.67 (0.016)   0.52 (0.013)   0.71   0.71
  PH-105   0.66 (0.016)                                0.65 (0.016)   0.52 (0.013)   0.70   0.70
  PH-120   0.61 (0.018)                                0.60 (0.018)   0.47 (0.014)   0.66   0.66

Predictive accuracies from forward-chaining cross-validation {#s16}
------------------------------------------------------------

We performed a forward-chaining CV procedure to evaluate the accuracy of the five models to predict PH at unobserved time points. In general, the models showed high accuracy to predict the phenotypic values of the lines observed at the last time point (120 DAP) even when trained only with data from both 30 and 45 DAP ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The BN and PBN models had similar prediction accuracies across all scenarios, ranging from 0.42 (BN, training: 45 DAP; predicting: 120 DAP) to 0.86 (PBN, training: 60 DAP; predicting: 75 DAP). In contrast, the DBN, MTi-GBLUP, and MTr-GBLUP models had substantially higher predictive accuracies compared to the BN and PBN models. The DBN model showed predictive accuracies varying from 0.60 (training slice: 30-45 DAP, predicting: 120 DAP) to 0.95 (training slice: 30-60 DAP; predicting: 75 DAP). The MTi-GBLUP prediction accuracies ranged from 0.63 (training slice: 30-45 DAP; predicting: 120 DAP) to 0.94 (training slice: 30-90 DAP; predicting: 105 DAP), and comparably, the MTr-GBLUP varied from 0.64 (training slice: 30-45 DAP; predicting: 120 DAP) to 0.94 (training slice: 30-90 DAP; predicting: 105 DAP). These results did not suggest any advantage for modeling dependence between PH and DBY in the PBN and MTr-GBLUP models; however, the results did suggest that the dependence between time points accounted for in the DBN, MTi-GBLUP and MTr-GBLUP models improved the prediction accuracy of PH.

![Genomic prediction of plant height with forward chaining cross-validation. Prediction accuracies were obtained from prediction models exploiting single (Bayesian Network and Pleiotropic Bayesian Network) or multiple time points (Dynamic Bayesian Network, Multi Time GBLUP, and Multi Trait GBLUP). The horizontal axis represents the slice (:) of the time interval used for training the models with multiple time points and the vertical axis the testing data. The '\*' symbol denotes the days after planting (DAP) time point used to obtain the adjusted means.](769f3){#fig3}

Coincidence indexes {#s17}
-------------------

The high predictive performance of the DBN, MTri-GBLUP, and MTr-GBLUP models, which exploited multiple PH measurements over initial growth stages, incentivized us to investigate how the rank of the lines varied across the different time points. To that end, we evaluated how PH measures over time (secondary traits) could be informative for performing indirect selection of DBY (target trait) through the calculation of coincidence indices (CIs). The posterior distribution of the CIs showed an overlapping pattern over time for the three Bayesian models ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), with most of them ranging from 0.18 to 0.34. This implied that the ranking of the lines for PH did not change significantly from early to late growth stages. Additionally, the MTi-GBLUP CI (first-level target trait: DBY; second-level target trait: PH) ranged from 0.25 (training slice: 30-105 DAP) to 0.27 (training slice: 30-45 DAP), and MTr-GBLUP varied from 0.26 (training slice: 30-105 DAP) to 0.28 (training slice: 30-45 DAP). These results suggest that the initial growth stage ranging from 30 to 45 DAP could be an optimal stage of development for the early selection of PH and indirect selection of DBY based on the ordering of the PH adjusted means over the growing season.

![The calculated coincidence index (CI) at multiple developmental stages. The CIs for selecting the top 20% for dry biomass yield at specific developmental stages were calculated using as reference the adjusted mean values obtained by training the Bayesian network (BN), pleiotropic Bayesian network (PBN), and dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) models with the plant height time series. The CIs from the multi time GBLUP (MTi-GBLUP) and multi trait GBLUP (MTr-GBLUP) models were not plotted because their point estimates do not include confidence intervals (point estimates reported in the text). The '\*' symbol denotes the time point estimates used to obtain the adjusted means as expected values for indirect selection. For the DBN model that leveraged multiple time points, the '\*' symbol denotes the last time point used for training with the earlier time points also considered in the model.](769f4){#fig4}

To gain more insight and empirical evidence to support the hypothesis of early selection for PH with measures from 30 and 45 DAP, we developed a coincidence index based on lines (CIL) using the posterior values from the DBN model that achieved optimal performance among the Bayesian models tested in the forward-chaining CV. The CIL allowed us to better understand phenotypic plasticity through assessing how the expected rank of the lines at the end of the season agreed with their ranking at earlier growth stages. The closer that the CIL is to one, the more likely the line is expected to be at the top 20% for PH at the end of the season. We plotted lines with CIL \> 0.5, fixed their ordering (training slice: 30-45 DAP), and displayed the CILs from other time slices in the same order (Figure S3). The CILs showed the expected trend of increasing the chance of lines to be in the top 20% after 45 DAP, which indicated that the ranking of the top lines had not majorly changed over time.

Discussion {#s18}
==========

Biomass sorghum is a promising bioenergy feedstock because of its extensive genetic diversity, high biomass yield potential, and strong tolerance to environmental stress. Sorghum is evolutionarily related to key bioenergy grasses, including maize, sugarcane, switchgrass, and *Miscanthus* spp., making it a potentially important diploid model to inform the genetic improvement of these other bioenergy crops ([@bib50]; [@bib5]). Despite sorghum's appealing features as both a crop and model species, few studies have focused on genetically modeling its growth patterns and leveraging this information for breeding optimization. In this study, we investigated a diverse panel of 839 sorghum lines genotyped with 100,435 SNP markers that was evaluated for a PH time series and DBY in four environments. With these collected data, we evaluated several GP models for exploiting genetic information over time and/or between correlated traits to improve prediction accuracies compared to models that assumed independence. Our implemented Bayesian models allowed us to estimate the level of uncertainty in determining optimal time points when developing breeding strategies for early selection of PH within season, as well as the indirect selection of DBY in combination with the repeated measures of PH as secondary traits.

To conduct GP of DBY and PH, we used both PGM and multivariate mixed linear model approaches to better model growth dynamics ([@bib4]; [@bib36]; [@bib18]). Due to the high computational cost of the PGM approach, we modified the artificial bins method of [@bib68] to reduce the dimensionality of the SNP marker matrix through a PCA. This modified approach reduced the number of parameters needed to train the different PGM architectures by a 100-fold. Also, this procedure in other scenarios has the flexibility for predictions even when the number of loci pooled is different between the training and testing sets. Indicative of minimal information loss, there were negligible differences in prediction accuracies achieved by the MTi-GBLUP and MTr-GBLUP models that used the 100,000 SNP markers to compute the relationship matrix compared to those of the BN and PBN models reliant on the 1,000 artificial bins. Also, the artificial bins approach did not compromise the results from the DBN model, as indicated by the similarity of its obtained prediction accuracies with those from the multivariate GBLUP models in the forward-chaining CV scheme.

We initiated a model-based machine learning approach for GP analysis by first defining the baseline of PGMs ([@bib4]). Several studies have shown a similar level of predictive performance between PGMs that assume either a common or specific normal prior for each marker effect ([@bib15]; [@bib37]; [@bib22]). Therefore, we parsimoniously used a common normal prior for the effects of all artificial bins, resulting in a BN model that had less unknown parameters but a slower MCMC process to obtain posterior draws. The BN model can be considered a non-conjugate form of the Bayesian linear regression model ([@bib15]) that automatically learns the hyperparameters of priors from the data. This model also has Cauchy priors truncated to the ${\mathbb{R}}^{+}$ on the scale components, which avoids sampling implausible standard deviation values ([@bib26]). Although the main disadvantage of the BN model formulation is that its architecture cannot recover information between traits or time points, the BN model can be useful for analyzing highly unbalanced data as is frequently observed for large-scale field trials in the plant breeding industry.

To improve the performance of the BN model, we novelly developed the PBN model by connecting two representations of the BN model with hidden variables (nodes in the graph representing artificial bins effects influencing both traits), allowing a conditional relationship between the likelihood functions of PH and DBY to be established. Despite our efforts to estimate pleiotropic effects with the PBN model, the interpretation of the effects as pleiotropic should be carefully interpreted, especially due to the challenge of differentiating between pleiotropy and tight linkage. [@bib29] theorized that the linkage disequilbrium (LD) between markers and quantitative trait loci (QTL), LD between QTL controlling different traits, or LD between markers linked to QTL controlling different traits can make it difficult to partition pleiotropic effects in GP models. The presence of such complex LD structure could explain the minor difference in predictive accuracy between the BN and PBN models when attempting to partition genetic effects influencing single *vs.* multiple traits. This interpretation is supported by the finding that prediction accuracies obtained by the MTi-GBLUP (PH time series) and MTr-GBLUP (DBY and PH time series) models were similar to each other. Additionally, the lower than expected performance of the PBN model relative to the BN model could be attributed to the modest correlations observed between DBY and the multiple PH traits (*r* = 0.10 - 0.31). Simulation studies have shown that genetic correlations weaker than 0.5 do not provide marked improvements to the prediction accuracy of GP models used for multiple traits ([@bib11]; [@bib18]). Further studies analyzing traits having strong genetic correlations with DBY are needed to better understand how to further improve the prediction accuracy of the PBN model.

The DBN model, a variant of hidden Markov models that is intended for modeling continuous variables ([@bib53]), was used to exploit the genetic effects of artificial bins from the prediction of PH at earlier time points. This connection of genetic information between time points was crucial for dramatically improving the performance of the Bayesian framework in the forward-chaining CV scheme. Moreover, the predictions using the posterior mean of the DBN model allowed us to obtain predictions as precise as the point estimates from the MTi-GBLUP model and construct indices with posterior samples to identify optimal time points for indirect selection. The strong correlation between multiple time points for PH is quite possibly the main factor that favored the improvement of prediction accuracy for the DBN model compared to the BN and PBN models that did not leverage information over time. In contrast to the high predictive performance achieved in the forward-chaining CV scheme, relatively lower predictive accuracies were observed for the DBN model in the fivefold CV scheme, especially when removing lines across all time points to split the data into training and testing sets. This is because the splitting did not allow the DBN model to learn with precision the effects of the artificial bins between time points and added noise to the artificial bin estimates. Despite the sharing of genetic signals over time, these findings suggest that the DBN model should not be used when lines are completely unobserved across all time points ([@bib8]; [@bib16]; [@bib21]). This reduced level of prediction performance because of unobserved lines has also been previously reported for multivariate GP models tested with a fivefold CV scheme ([@bib8]; [@bib16]; [@bib21]).

Even though modeling growth dynamics is an important area of research, there have been a limited number of studies in plants that have analyzed longitudinal phenotypes related to growth rate with GP models. In a greenhouse study of 357 diverse rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) accessions, [@bib12] developed GP models with a first- or second-order Legendre polynomial to predict the sum of "plant pixels" from image-based phenotyping as a daily estimate of shoot biomass during initial growth stages (13 to 33 days after transplant), resulting in an 11.6% improvement in prediction accuracies relative to a single time point analysis. Despite the advantage of fitting a nonlinear random regression model with phenotypic data that showed an exponential curve over 20 days of early vegetative growth, this procedure is limited to only early developmental stage phenotypes such as shoot biomass that follow an exponential growth curve. In our study, PH was measured throughout the entire growing season without a focus on the early vegetative stage, thus the collected PH data did not have an exponential shape. The modeling of genetic effects as either a linear additive function over time or though the *G* variance-covariance matrix might be the main factor causing the 36.4--52.4% (training slice: 30-45 DAP; predicting: 120 DAP) improvements in prediction accuracy of the DBN, MTi-GBLUP, and MTr-GBLUP models relative to the BN and PBN models. When analyzing repeated measures of height collected from an interior spruce (*Picea engelmannii* x *glauca*) population of 769 trees at six sparse time points over a period of 37 years, [@bib59] observed minor differences in prediction performance among the evaluated BayesC*π*, ridge regression (rrBLUP), and generalized ridge regression models. These findings are contrary to our evaluated PGMs that recovered genetic information between time points that showed substantial improvement compared to the BN model---a Bayesian formulation of the rrBLUP model.

The Bayesian multi-trait and multi-environment (BMTME) method for GP enables a unified model for multiple traits and multiple environments ([@bib49]). This method models the correlation structure of the phenotypic data between traits or environments at a population level under the assumption of a multivariate normal distribution, with a Gibbs sampler used for obtaining the posterior distribution of model parameters. In contrast, our PBN and DBN models allow for genetic effects to be shared across different likelihoods, enabling estimated genetic parameters to be leveraged between traits and/or time points. Such parameterizations could especially be helpful with the advance of field-based high-throughput phenotyping, where time points over the growing season could potentially be at the scale of hundreds. This would result in high-dimensional variance-covariance structures that could be computationally prohibitive to estimate with simpler methods such as the Gibbs sampler. Additionally, the architectures of the BN, PBN and DBN models are designed with a non-conjugate Bayesian formulation, allowing solutions to be obtained using a state-of-the-art No-U-Term sampler algorithm ([@bib38]) that more rapidly converges to high-dimensional target distributions than the Gibbs sampler.

The implemented PGMs provided a powerful modeling framework to infer uncertainty based on well-established probability theory ([@bib53]; [@bib4]), allowing us to define optimal time points for early within-season selection. To this end, the posterior distribution of the CIs was used to show that the rank order of the sorghum lines changed minimally after 45 DAP, which suggested an opportunity to indirectly select for DBY based on early season PH measures as secondary traits. The Bayesian CIs allowed the overlapping pattern of posterior values to be assessed for identifying optimal time points for selection contrary to the point estimate approach of [@bib32] applied to genomic prediction of a PH time series and DBY in sorghum by [@bib21]. The Bayesian CIs also did not require resampling to build the index. In addition, we used the DBN model to evaluate the phenotypic plasticity of PH with the CILs at the population level. The pattern of phenotypic plasticity shown by the CILs confirmed the general findings of the CIs---the ranking of lines by PH changed minimally from early (45 DAP) to late (120 DAP) time points. Early within-season selection (*i.e.*, prior to flowering) for PH could help to realize greater potential for genetic gain in that cycle, because it would then allow only the chosen superior plants to be intermated in a genomic selection scheme. Considering the Breeder's equation $\text{ΔG} = \text{i}\,\text{h}\,\sigma_{A}/\text{L}$ ([@bib44]), reducing the length of the generation (L) for a given selection intensity (i) could also provide a new avenue for increasing genetic gain per unit of time through early indirect selection of PH and DBY at 45 DAP in these tested environments.

Given that the order of lines ranked by PH minimally changed across the measured plant developmental stages and had a moderate coincidence with rankings based on DBY, we propose a two-level indirect selection framework: (i) fit the DBN model, which of the Bayesian models had the best performance for predicting future measures, to learn posterior values of the GEBVs for PH repeated measures in initial growth stages and obtain a precise estimate of the ranking of each line at the end of the season; (ii) compute CIs and CILs to evaluate the extent to which the rank order of lines change; (iii) use GEBVs of the last time point used for training (*e.g.*, 45 DAP for our tested environment) as a secondary trait; (iv) perform indirect selection for PH at the end of the season as a first-level target trait; and (v) perform indirect selection for DBY as the second-level target trait. This selection approach together with the trait-assisted genomic selection approach proposed by [@bib21] may allow the end-of-season rank order of observed and eventually unobserved lines to be accurately predicted early in the growing season. When integrated with high-throughput phenotyping platforms, the two-level indirect selection framework has the potential to further accelerate selection cycles and support a larger number of evaluated families. This could be accomplished by deploying low-cost ground rovers ([@bib24]) for the early season measurement of height and other traits genetically correlated with DBY on field-grown plants in combination with off-season winter nurseries and greenhouses with automated phenotyping systems (*e.g.*, Lemnatec, <http://www.lemnatec.com>; Photon Systems Instruments, <http://www.psi.cz>) and optimized growing conditions for speed breeding ([@bib66]).

Conclusion {#s19}
==========

We analyzed phenotypic measures over time for PH and DBY at the end of the season to design a novel indirect selection scheme. To that end, we developed and evaluated novel Bayesian networks for GP that were used to better model and understand phenotypic plasticity of PH across different plant developmental stages. The GP models showed minor differences in prediction accuracies for the fivefold CV scheme. In stark contrast, in the forward-chaining CV scheme, we observed a 36.4--52.4% improvement in prediction accuracy of the DBN and multivariate GBLUP models (train on 30-45 DAP, predict 120 DAP) compared to the BN and PBN models that assumed independence over time. The Bayesian models were used to show that the ranking of lines changed minimally after 45 DAP based on the CI and CIL, serving as novel approaches to understand ranking dynamics with repeated measures. These results suggest that in these environments 45 DAP is an optimal developmental stage for imposing a two-level indirect selection framework for biomass sorghum. Therefore, indirect selection for end of season PH (first-level target trait) and DBY (second-level target trait) could be performed based on the ranking of lines by PH at 45 DAP (secondary trait).
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